Abstract: A unique collection of about 900 Greek documents, issued by the chancellery of the Patriarch of Constantinople in the 14 th c., provides insight into the linguistic level at one place in the capital of the Byzantine Empire. So far research focussed nearly exclusively on their historical or juristic interpretation, the big data for historical sociolinguistics -a general desideratum for Byzantine literature (Hinterberger 2015) -were not taken into account, only some text pragmatic aspects and the use of spoken Greek elements in letters sent abroad were addressed in studies and did unfortunately not entail further investigation. This article focusses on a sociolinguistic point of view and outlines two aspects of variations: a) in order to meet the addressee's linguistic level and b) to "exclude" the addressee from the learned community (see also Hickey 2012). Three case studies exemplify the emphasis that is put on the intentional use of linguistic variations even in a chancellery with more or less rigid forms.
Introduction
Two Greek manuscripts from the Byzantine era comprise a collection of about 900 Greek documents of the chancellery of the Patriarchate of Constantinople, covering the time from 1315 until 1402. They represent the only known original register of a Byzantine chancellery; its texts were registered simultaneously with synod sessions, generally as copies, but some signed texts seem to be transmitted exclusively in the register. In these cases the registered text is the only existing version as no separate document was issued by the chancellery; to this group belong the confessions of faith and the promises of moral improvement (Mitsiou and Preiser-Kapeller 2010; Gastgeber 2016) . The documents owe their preservation to chance since the two manuscripts were part of the bulk of Greek manuscripts the Austrian ambassador at the sultan's court, Ogier Ghislain de Busbecq, purchased in Constantinople during his diplomatic journeys in the 16 th c. in order to "rescue" the Greek cultural heritage for the West and increase the Greek stock of the Emperor's court library in Vienna (Kresten and Sturm-Schnabl 1983; Kresten 1991; Gastgeber 2008) .
The register itself was of paramount importance as their terms "hierós códex" or "hierón codíkion" ("holy codex") underline. The attribute "holy" connects the document collection to the sphere of the holy bible ("hagía grafé") and reflects the importance and high value of this continuously kept register, which served as an inventory of the most important decisions of the permanent synod (sýnodos endemúsa) at the Patriarchate of Constantinople. Although one might expect a collection of all written results of each session that were of any importance, in fact, the register contains only a small selection, and its choice is by no means clear and "logical"; as usual for Byzantium, there was no precise convention according to which documents were inserted into the register books. That the two manuscripts comprise only an (intentional) selection becomes clear if one calculates the assumed number of synod sessions each week for about 95 years (Darrouzès 1971: 299-303) . Daily business demanded many more sessions and decisions. Furthermore the religious conflicts in this very turbulent century (the conflict between monkish and scholastic Christianity stemming from the impact of spiritualism under Gregory Palamas; increasing anti-Latinism) undoubtedly resulted in more documents than registered, the same applies to privileges for monasteries, e. g. at Mount Athos, where the original documents are preserved in the archives, but not transmitted in the register.
As far as we know from the process of keeping the register, one of the major officials of the patriarchal chancellery alone was responsible for the selection of the inserted documents, the so-called (megas) chartophylax (the [great] "guardian of the written documents"). It was his decision what was to be regarded worth registering, or not, into the holy codex as "ever lasting" witnesses, as some documents emphasize with a stereotpical phrase. This decisive process hints already to a kind of audience relevance. It is a selection of what is considered important for a target audience, the synod members who could inspect the register during the sessions if necessary and for future chartophylakes in whose office the register was kept and who had to overview its content -an audience / readership that was intended to be manipulated by registering (and thus emphasizing) decisions about persons in positive or negative respects or by omitting the registration of such a decision.
The focus of this article, however, is not set on the decisive process which has to be separately analysed for each document, but on the language variation or register, respectively, with regard to the target audience, once more a task the (megas) chartophylax is involved in because he and his officials were responsible for the drafts and final versions on behalf of the patriarch (alone or together with the synod). Some types of documents adhere to a formulaic wording that was more or less uniformly respected -with minor modifications as usual for Byzantium, the typical so called variatio minima, 'smallest variation' (Hunger 1981: 17-24) . This "bureaucratic" language register was mainly used in schematized orders / decisions of the patriarch / synod that generally keep a distance from the addressee and attach more importance to all technical and juridical aspects and intense repetitions than to rhetorical composition. Other categories of documents allowed stylistic (and rhetorical) extravagancies and ornamentation, except for the "technical" standardized parts. To this group belong e. g. the prefaces to documents of solemn character and the most important source of this study, the letters of the patriarch (a thematic analysis of such prefaces is presented by Mazal [1974] ; a critical approach to the study of rhetoric in chancellery products by means of text pragmatic and sociolinguistic methods in Gastgeber [2013] ).
This article aims to demonstrate that the chancellery could (and did) intentionally use different language registers1 and vary in its choice. This variation is not confined to all shades of Greek between a high (very rhetorical; Wahlgreen 2010) and low language register (still used in literature), but nonetheless includes spoken language (vernacular) elements as well. Although centred on historical and juristic aspects of the patriarchal register, research has almost completely neglected its linguistic analysis. Only one preparatory study by Hinterberger (2005) focusses on a group of documents, letters exchanged between Constantinople and Russia, and their spoken Greek elements (the study of Hunger [1985] is mainly centred on rhetorical devices). The linguistic aspects require further investigation as this collection provides a unique case (for Byzantium) which enables us to overview the use of language over nearly an entire century in an office of the capital with a very dense literary documentation. Linguistic variation studies furthermore profit from the fact that the texts of the patriarchal register are dated (and located, incoming letters too) and differ from other literary products of that time by using high and low linguistic registers at the same place2.
After a brief overview of particular features of Greek contemporary to the patriarchal register and differences between spoken and written Greek the article outlines the nuances in the documents and orthographic problems a Greek was confronted with because, in contrast to the majority of the Constantinopolitan clergy, the (orthographically well-trained) officials of the chancellery did not make phonetic mistakes (for the sociolinguistic aspect of orthography see Rutkoswka and Rössler 2012 , Hebda 2012 , Auer & Voeste 2012 . Three case studies at the end will exemplify the intentional use of a low register Greek with spoken language elements as a kind of lingua franca for addressees outside the (political) Byzantine Empire, but only in the category of letters, whereas standardized patriarchal / synodic orders and decisions adhere to the formulaic schemes and the linguistic register of koine Greek, i. e. the general literary Greek of that time holding a middle position between the high register of atticizing Greek and the low register of contemporary "spoken" Greek as reflected in literary. In letters low register literary Greek could (but need not, see table 1) be used in the chancellery to support the understanding of the content, but, additionally, functioned as marker of a supposed lack of education. With that, the article aims at presenting an important source for sociolinguistic studies and intends to foster a discussion on the interpretation of documents in Byzantium from the perspective of linguistic variation and the use of language registers.
As regards the methodological approach to these documents, the analysis relies on philological-linguistic examination of their stylistic "levels" or registers, respectively, combined with sociolinguistic / text pragmatic aspects of addressor and addressee (speaker-design, diglossia). The parameter of this linguistic study is the "range" between high-register (artificial) rhetoric and low-register adaption of spoken language.
Categories of entered documents and their use of language
The patriarchal register comprises different categories of documents: a) synod session summaries (synodic act), b) letters to potentates abroad, to clergymen outside and inside the Patriarchate of Constantinople, to parishes, a few incoming letters, c) synodic decisions (enthronization of metropolitans, parish enlargement or exchange of metropolitans etc.), d) official orders and instructions, and e) occasional varia like confessions of faith, promises, lists etc.
As regards the language register, the chancellery uses on the one hand the common literary Greek, Byzantine koine, in subtle nuances, and generally avoids elements of spoken (vernacular) Greek3; Darrouzès 1977 , 1979 and Dölger 1960 MM I, II = Miklosich and Müller 1968 (1860) and (1862);PRK II, III = Hunger et al. (1995) , Koder et al. (2001) . Low level style is highlighted in grey. m. = metropolitan, b. = bishop. nonetheless low register (spoken) Greek was used during the sessions, as we can conclude at least from hearings of charged persons who were interrogated by the synod, and the synod had to tolerate listening to even very obscene low-register phrases of the charged person4. However, it is one thing to use low register Greek in synod hearings, and another to quote passages of a charged person in direct speech and present him speaking a striking low-register Greek, framed by a koine Greek text. Such variation modules provide additional information of the intentional use of language in view of the target audience: the charged person should be stigmatized by his inappropriate language usage in the Holy Synod.
On the other hand, there are a few examples in the corpus where the whole document was written in lowregister Greek, very close to spoken language and far from literary Greek than could be expected. Although such documents amount to no more than about 2%, this linguistic variation is witnessed. Furthermore, the register contains among the majority of koine (low register literary) Greek documents also literary products of high(est) register that use all rhetorical-dialectic devices of a perfectly trained rhetorician.
With regard to the more or less formulaic rigidity of a chancellery and its schematized forms, the different registers evoke a sociolinguistic explanation and open a window to historical sociolinguistics that allows us to recognize the intentional use of language registers according to content and audience (and not to the skill of the involved official because the palaeographic evidence certifies their sound education). The very broadly documented chancellery production of the 14 th c. reveals thus a parallel use of different linguistic "levels" at the same time and not, what one might expect if e. g. only the low register texts were transmitted: a decline of education of the chancellery notaries or a linguistic development towards "a low register language with spoken Greek elements". To anticipate the results of the following part, the chancellery does use language registers, corresponding to a kind of speaker / writer design and his audience, and concedes (but, by no means, automatically uses, see table 1) intra-Greek code switching, so-called diglossia (Ferguson 1959; Browning 1982; Gumperz 1982 Gumperz , 1992a Gumperz , 1992b Auer 1988; Niehoff-Panagiotidis 1994; Erickson 2004; Wei 2007 Wei [2000 ; Gafaranga 2008; Toufexis 2008; Horrocks 2014; Karvounis 2016: 45-110 ).
This particular design or contextualization is apparent too in "linguistic contests" where addressor and addressee are writing and replying in rhetorical-dialectical high register Greek in order to surpass the other one -contests that took place between learned authorities; such contests were carried out with the weapons of a partially very artificial rhetoric, of a huge amount of direct and indirect quotations, of a highly metaphoric language, of long periods with entangled clauses and of exquisite, urban vocabulary (as exemplified by Gastgeber [2017] in the controversy between the Greek clergy in the empires of Epirus and Constantinople / Nicaea in the first half of the 13 th c.) -sticking to revived classical atticism or even asianism ideals of high rhetoric which were particularly trained in schools (Browning 1995 (Browning [1989 (Browning , 1969 Horrocks 2010 Horrocks [1997 Wahlgreen 2010: 529-530; Lee 2013; Valente 2015) . Glimpses of such scholarly use are preserved in the register as well, primarily in the very solemn synodic acts (if the addressee expected such a language register or that he was honoured that way) or documents where a longer narrative passage aims at "manipulating" the audience, i. e.to convince the audience of the rightness of the synod decision, in best Aristotelian dialectic tradition.
The documents oscillate between the following linguistic registers5:
4 An impressive example dates from 24 th August 1383 that was recorded by the megas chartophylax with verbatim quotes is the following case: the imperial clergyman and protopapas of the Blachernon palace in Constantinople, Konstantinos Kabasilas, was charged on 5 counts; charge 4 quotes him anointing a child and addressing its mother: "come with your pussy so that I can anoint it and don't bend" (in low register vulgar Greek). charge 5 records him insulting an older protopapas during instructions, instead of "blessed are you, Lord" he said "fuck your brother-in-law and your sister-in-law" (again in low register vulgar Greek) Müller 1968 [1862]: 52, 54, 56 [no. 361 I] , 59 [no. 361 IV]; Darrouzès (1979 Darrouzès ( : reg. 2756 ). 5 The four categories here match the three of Sevčenko (1981) : 291 (see also Rollo [2008] , Wahlgren [2010a]: 528; [2010b] 201) insofar our items 3 and 4 are encompassed by Sevčenko's item 3. He also points to the possible finer differentiation of high style, as assessed by a modern Byzantinist and a Byzantine author, and proposes to establish a new category of "super-high style" (Sevčenko [1981] : 302). In the same paper Sevčenko (307-309) considers the audience of high register products of the chancellery and their failing understanding at the target audience. -It is to underline that our categories result from the study of documents, including official letters. In these cases the low register needs a refined differentiation. A first approach of interpreting a Byzantine document (of the emperor's chancellery) is provided by Horrocks (2010) low (literary, "colloquial") register -"practice-oriented" administrative register: literary koine, smaller "manageable" periods, simple clause construction, limited vocabulary and within this nucleus periphrastic expressions with such a basic vocabulary instead of special terms, simplified grammar, increasing use of prepositions instead of suffixed case indicators, sporadic use of spoken language alternative forms, clearness is more important than "embellishment" -in particular the clause structure and the vocabulary are primary parameters for a methodological approach to the levels; partly overlapping with b d) low(er) register with evident spoken language influence; however still a literary adapted "spoken language": combined literary and spoken koine; spoken language elements as generally described by Bádenas de la Pena (1985) and Horrocks (2000 Horrocks ( [1997 : 214-219, 275-369), morphological changes of spoken language for verbs, nouns and conjunctions, simplified syntax of spoken language (generally not used in classical literature), reflection of spoken language pronunciation (visualized by new accentuation), mistaken mixture of (differently) spelled and spoken vowels and consonants, e.g. itacism, (Browning 1995 (Browning [1989 (Browning , 1969 Horrocks 2000 Horrocks [1997 : 118, 161-163, 168, 274)7.
Pronunciation differences: spelled versus spoken Greek
Since antiquity phonetic development and mergers resulted in an increasing difference between spelled and spoken vowels as well as consonants (Brixhe 1993 (Brixhe , 1996 (Brixhe , 1998 (Brixhe , 2010 Browning 1995 Browning [1989 Browning , 1969 Further changes concern the diphthongs αυ /au/, ευ /eu/, and ηυ /e:u/ where the former vowel /u/ tended towards /v/ or /f/ (Browning 1995 (Browning [1989 (Browning , 1969 Horrocks 2000 Horrocks [1997 : 169). The classical differentiation between the long and short vowel /o/ (omega vs. omikron: ω vs. ο) got lost the lacking awareness of whom writing beginners' texts very clearly exemplify (Horrocks 2000 (Horrocks [1997 .
Among the consonants, the main differences are as follows: The consonant /b/ tends towards the fricative /β/ (Browning 1995 (Browning [1989 (Browning , 1969 : 26-27), the consonant /d/ towards the voiced fricative /ð/. Before the vowels /e/ and /i/ the consonant γ /g/ tends towards the fricative /ɣ/ and the consonant κ /k/ towards the palatal /c/ (Macharadze 1980; Horrocks 2000 Horrocks [1997 : 172).
This brief overview emphasizes that a spelled and spoken syllable / word meanwhile could enormously differ; in other words, if someone was not trained in orthography, he automatically must have failed in reproducing spoken words -a phenomenon that is comparable to modern English or French. E. g. the definite feminine article singular, classical: /hē/ (ἡ), and the definite masculine article plural, classical / hoi/ (οἱ), were both pronounced as /i/ (for the aspiration was no longer spoken in medieval Greek; Horrocks 2000 Horrocks [1997 : 171). The specific meaning results from the context, but there are many cases where a priori 6 according to its time, since koine is no static language register. 7 Sevčenko 1981: 308 pointed to the interesting fact that "when the survival was at stake" "secret letters" of an emperor (in the very case Emperor Andronicus II to his nephew of the same name, October 1327) could follow other rules, i.d. they were written in "sub-literary style" or our low (c) and lower (d) register, respectively. 8 The stages of this development still remain a task of research; in the 14 th c., the period of the patriarchal register, the phonetic chance was long completed. a misunderstanding results from an ambiguous utterance, e. g. the personal pronouns plural of the first and second person in all cases: former /hēmeis/ (ἡμεῖς; 1 st person nom. pl. "we") and former /hymeis/ (ὑμεῖς; 2 nd person nom. pl. "you"); due to the phonetic development, both words were pronounced as / imis/. It is therefore not surprising that this phonetic merger requested a clearer differentiation and caused the creation of new forms of personal pronouns (Mackridge 2010: 581-582) . Countless other examples illustrate that contemporary Byzantine pronunciation did not (no longer) mirror the spelled form (in contrast, for example, to medieval Latin, with few exceptions). From this, it appears how important the orthography training was in school and for professional scribes -a key factor in analysing the transmission of manuscripts as well as documents and the experience of their scribes.
Although these differences as given in scribal mistakes could open a large field of research on orthography (standard graphs) and phonetic development in Byzantium, it was and is up-to-now not the focus of Byzantine linguistic research. Admittedly, the source material is not that exhaustive as the papyri (Gignac 1976 (Gignac , 1980 Horrocks 2000 Horrocks [1997 : 160-188; Bentein 2015a, 2015b), but it exists and is still disregarded. Linguistic studies are primarily centred on literary products and their linguistics levels without taking into consideration the uncertainty factor of the transmitting media, the scribes who on the one hand amend texts on the fly according to their usual linguistic / spelling practice, on the other hand, failing by homophony, make mistakes and adulterate the graph/s of a letter (which may also differ from region to region). In this regard autograph signatures in documents of which the register contains a quantity are apparent indicators of the education level. They mirror, within the clergy, on the one hand the good writing experience (as well as education) and, on the other hand, the writing beginners' level (more drawing the letters than writing and reproducing the spoken word). This aspect is emphasized here because new sociolinguistic research is focussing on elements of scribal evidence as well (Augst 2012 (Augst [1986 Despite this problem, it is remarkable how rarely the official notaries / scribes of the chancellery failed in orthography, either when the text was copied from a draft version or the document was written down by dictate. Correct orthography indicates the good training and writing experience of such officials. Even in texts which contain spoken Greek elements orthography is always respected -in contrast to some of the few autographs that were personally registered by persons who did not belong to the patriarchal chancellery. Therefore orthographically correct texts of incoming letters, known only from quotes in outgoing replies, generally have to be suspected of automatic emendation in the chancellery, at least of orthography, not of spoken language alternative forms as this language level was pragmatically accepted.
Among the autograph confirmations of external people in the register books a unique case is a dossier of 11 documents of 1357 when all priests (and some deacons) of the ten districts of Constantinople had to promise that they would obey the patriarch's fourth and last moral call to order. In sum, 523 clergymen of the capital left a significant panorama of their education level and problems with orthography as well as differentiation between spoken and spelled words (it is noteworthy that these autograph certifications do not include the monks of the numerous monasteries in Constantinople, but only the priests active in the churches)9.
Some examples of list 4 (Koder et al. 2001: 320-328) will illustrate the variety of written forms, all reproducing the same spoken words:
The signature should correctly be spelled as follows: ὁ εὐτελὴς ἱερεὺς … στέργων ὑπέγραψα 'I, the humble priest … have confirmed [the above written instructions] and signed ho eûtelès hiereùs … stérgon hypégrapsa: verbal transliteration10 o eftelis ierefs … stergon ipegrapsa: phonetic transliteration (according to the synchronic pronunciation)
9 On the base of these documents, the author is preparing a monograph of the education level (mirrored in writing experience) of these clergymen. 10 "^" over a vowel symbolizes the spiritus lenis, i. e. the marker over a vowel at the beginning of a word without aspiration (ἰ /i/, ὐ /y/), aspiration is transcribed with "h" (ἱ /hi/, ὁ /ho/); o / o (ω, omega / ο, omikron) and e / e (η, eta / ε, epsilon) symbolize the long or short vowel, e / e the long or short vowel, o~ / e~ etc. the circumflex accent over long o / e, o~ / e~ the (mistaken) circumflex accent over short o / e. Another unique document that impressively reflects the situation of spoken vs. spelled Greek is the confession of faith of the Italian convert Filippo Lomelino registered as an autograph into the codex on July 1, 1370 (Darrouzès 1979 (Darrouzès : reg. 2585 Müller 1968 [1860] : 506-507 [no. 251]; Mitsiou and PreiserKapeller 2010: 254) . In this case, it is remarkable that although Lomelino's script displays writing practice by his fluid ductus, he was obviously not experienced in correct Greek orthography and continuously makes mistakes11. The linguistic analysis of this autograph shows that Lomelino learned writing in syllabic units and not in word units. If a learned syllable becomes part of a word, it is written in the same way (therefore the itacism variants in such syllables don't entail a broad range of rendering an /i/ phoneme in written form, but generally only one possibility is chosen according to a particular syllable).
Language registers as categorization of the addressee
The intentional use of high(er) or low(er) language registers provide evidence that Byzantines authors attached a particular value to their (Greek) register choice: A melodious, well-composed, rhetorical text for an addressee is a privilege (from higher social position) or praise (from lower social position) as well -let alone the literary competition in the scholarly community (equal social position). Therefore, the text composition is soci(et)ally co-conditioned and intentionally applied (Ševčenko 1981) ; in other words: the high register composition must be earned. E. g. a product of high rhetorical quality evokes a response at the same level, vice versa a low register product with elements of spoken language cannot expect a rhetorical response in elaborate Greek. A Greek scholar is automatically associated with a high register addressee, a non-Greek, "barbarian" with its low register counterpart. This phenomenon is recognizable not only in usual rhetorical literary products of scholars, e. g. dedicated to potentates or co-equally educated persons (from lower to higher social position, bottom-up system, or from equal to equal social position, intrasocietal system), but also in products of the two main chancelleries (of the emperor and the patriarch) where an addressee is intended to be honoured by an exclusive rhetorical high register (sometimes even ordered!). From this results that the language usage in documents reflects the esteem of the addressee as well (there are, indeed, other reasons too that cause the use of rhetorical style, but generally against the background of public performance and audience manipulation).
Since we have concluded that linguistic registers were used as "societal markers" within one's own community, the more this applies to contacts with non-Greeks addressees, on the one hand by giving a hint that the addressee is not reaching a level of Greek that he will be honoured by distinguished linguistic use; on the other hand by making use of the principle of conditioned text pragmatics, the so called Byzantine oikonomia: this means that an author may switch to a lower register for practical reasons, if he aims at being understood and meeting the addressee's linguistic ("barbarian"; as verbatim expressed in a handbook of the 14 th c. [Darrouzès 1969: 56 no. 43] ) level12. For the Greek audience, e. g. in the synod to whose members a letter that had to be sent abroad was read aloud, such a style clearly hinted to the barbarian, cultural low scale of the addressee (and was thus a marker of esteem). Evidence for this assumption is the register itself: We find the low register documents with spoken language elements nearly exclusively in letters sent abroad or to non-Greek addressees, "barbarians" (see table 1 of documents concerning "Russian affairs" and Hinterberger 2005)13.
In view of a societally determined use of language, the correspondence in the register exposes a further aspect already alluded to: When under more or less rivalling socio-political circumstances an addressor, who starts a written discourse or replies, makes use of exquisite rhetoric and sophisticated dialectics combined with high language register, the addressee is challenged to maintain at least that level or, better, to outdo it. So rhetoric entered a kind of competition, such texts challenged a proper counterpart. The patriarchs' correspondence is strikingly reflecting this aspect in dogmatic letters between them and the Popes. Unfortunately, the register is very silent as regards the contacts between Rome and Constantinople in the 14 th c.; only one letter to Pope Urban VI from September 1384 was registered Müller 1968 [1862]: 86-87; Darrouzès 1979 Darrouzès : reg. 2773 , and this letter represents quite the opposite: the patriarch provokes the Pope because his legates were not welcomed due to a missing credential; the language register is low as regards the clause structure and the vocabulary, however, spoken Greek forms are not used. In comparison with the intentional use of language registers it is unlikely that this "happened" at random, but that level was obviously chosen to signalize -at least for the Greek audience (synod, other readers in Byzantium) -the esteem of the addressee abroad as well. This choice of language register seems to have been a kind of opposition to the emperor's union policy which the patriarch does not support.
It is, however, to emphasize that for Byzantine texts the term "spoken (vernacular) language14" influence encompasses a wide range of linguistic variation, -from the point of view of Byzantine scholars -"deviations" from literary (contemporary) koine or the more exclusive classical Attic (highest register); at this very term research is up to now lacking an exact register categorization to which nuances variation 12 A significant example outside the patriarchal register is a letter of the metropolitan Arethas of Caesarea to the emir of Damascus about 926/7?; the low register language of the letter is explained in marginal note of the Byzantine editor of Arethas' letter collection: "it was written in a particular linguistic idiom in order to be understood by the Saracens"; for this letter see Oikonomides (1999) : 12-13. 13 Another group of spoken Greek elements in the patriarchal register are inserts of "external" persons, like the mentioned signatures and autograph confessions of faith or promises; within the last group the promise of Constantine Apocaucus from January 1381 is very interesting (Darrouzès 1979 (Darrouzès : reg. 2710 Müller 1968 [1862] : 21): Although another person -obviously an official of the chancellery -wrote his promise (in completely correct orthography) the text (of ten lines) contains four spoken language variants that are unusual in literary text; in contrast, another promise, immediately preceding (from December 1380), is written by the same scribe without any spoken language variants and again in correct orthography. Both promises have autograph signatures of the confirming clerics who -from palaeographic point of view -do not seem to be perfectly trained in writing; however, they did not make any orthographic mistake in writing their signatures (both except for one wrong accent). If the first text exactly records the preceding spoken one, the vernacular elements repeat the words of the promise as they were spoken by Apocaucus; a reverse process (first written, then spoken) confronts with a great problem of interpretation as both promises contain a phrase of future sanction expressed in a spoken Greek construction (conjunction "that", ἵνα /hina/ with conjunctive, not depending on a superordinate verb θέλω / "I want" as usually [Browning 1995 (1989 ): 79-81, Horrocks 2000 (1997 ), the first document uses literary ἵνα, the second spoken (vernacular) νὰ /na/ (three times). It is unbelievable that the scribe switched from literary to vernacular Greek in the same usual sanction phrase within one month. 14 Including the influence on a simplified text structure according to spoken language (e. g. paratactic phrases, combined with "and", repetitions, limited vocabulary, clause structure not thoroughly following the classical instructions, structure aids by markers as prepositions instead of case immanent meaning (e. g. dative; s. Humbert 1930 , Trapp 1965 as well as morphological changes that are used in spoken language (developed from the "classical" form or loaned from other languages).
could infiltrate the "literary" language and was more or less accepted or created even a new stylistic register (the pioneer work of Horrocks 2010 Horrocks [1997 provides a basis with his diachronic overview of changes and developments across the periods; a differentiation between vernacular literature influenced by spoken language and really spoken language is outlined by Hinterberger [2006] ). The spectrum includes following elements (as documented in the register):
generally reflecting the use of spoken language
• low register vocabulary of colloquial style (but adapted more or less to regular grammar; Böhlig 1956), partially accepted for literary products (among this vocabulary a particular group are loanwords from other languages that could intrude even into literature, either as a distancing expression of the author by adding "so called" or "as n. says", or the word was already integrated into literature and no longer accompanied by an explanation of its use in the context -against a general tendency of purifying literary Greek from external linguistic elements) • influence of spoken language in written text structure: periphrastic tendencies: e. g. prepositions replacing the multiple meaning of case endings, so a. o. the different meaning of the dative was replaced by a preposition and its respective case in order to clearly express the particular meaning (Humbert 1930; Trapp 1965; Joseph 1990: 179-212; Markopoulos 2009; Horrocks 2010 Horrocks [1997 Brixhe 2010: 239-240; Holton and Manolessou 2010: 546-548; Wahlgren 2014) ; alternative verb forms and periphrastic expressions, on the one hand paraphrasing a verb by an auxiliary phrase (noun and verb like "do", "make", "have") and an on the other hand replacing classical future, perfect, pluperfect, imperative (Moser 1988; Aerts 1965; Hinterberger 2007; Horrocks 2010: 130-132, 176-178, 228-229, 298-302, 350-351; Holton and Manolessou 2010: 550-554) ; reduced "understandable" length of periods, replacing long subordinate clauses and further dependent clauses by more or less clear paratactic composition, herein following spoken language sentences chained by conjunction ["and"] …) grammatical and morphological changes
• grammatical influence of spoken language: e. g. free "spoken" grammatical use of the cases [Horrocks 2010 [Horrocks [1995 , prepositions with new dependent cases, different use of verbal mood, new conjunctions of subordinate clauses … • vocabulary of spoken language: e.g. new [short] version of pronouns [Browning 1995 [Browning (1989 [Browning , 1969 : 62-63) ; Horrocks 2010 Horrocks (1997 , alternative form of spoken language vocabulary … • influence of spoken language pronunciation in written representation of letters (iotacism, "mirrored accentuation" …). Even the documents that tend to spoken Greek with its grammatical and morphological changes are by no means spoken Greek, they only contain such elements on different levels.
The following case studies exemplify the intentional shift of language for addressees abroad (4.1 and 4.2) and as counterpart (4.3) for the citizens of Constantinople
Case study 1: A letter of the Patriarch Philotheus Coccinus to the Metropolitan of Kiev and whole Russia Alexey (August 1371)
The document (Darrouzès 1977 (Darrouzès : reg. 2625 Müller 1968 [1860]: 582-585 [no. 321] ) consists of three linguistic layers: the framing letter of the patriarch and two inserted letters of the Emperor Casimir of Poland and the Grand Duke Algirdas of Lithuania. These three parts represent different linguistic levels: the framing nucleus, the letter of the patriarch, is written in a simple, but grammatically correct Greek (low literary register). Its low register significantly aims at meeting the very level of incoming letters from the far North East (the synod members themselves could become aware of the language level in this area as one registered synod judgment was exceptionally signed by the participating metropolitans themselves in the register; the metropolitan of Kiev and Great Russia signed only in Slavonic letters ; Darrouzès 1979 Darrouzès : reg. 2706 Müller 1968 [1862]: 7 [no. 332] ). It is evident that the patriarch does not use any rhetorical ornament and structures the sentences as simply as possible (imitating spoken language). Furthermore, the vocabulary is limited, and the patriarch endeavours to explain his requests in a very unpretentious style. The document displays a very clear composition that one can easily follow like a spoken dialogue. However, this text avoids typical spoken Greek forms (even though tending to colloquial Greek, i. e. including words and phrases of spoken language, but the letter uses them in purified form that may also be accepted in a literary text; Karyolemou 2010).
The two inserted letters of the Emperor Casimir of Poland and the Grand Duke Algirdas of Lithuania represent just the opposite: they, too, use a very low register Greek, but do not shy away from real spoken language alternative forms literary texts generally avoid. In this respect, documents of "Russian affairs" are a particular repertory for this sociolinguistic approach (see table 1 ). The official who drafted the reply of the patriarch and registered the document did not amend or slightly correct the spoken language forms, which can be controlled by the incoming letters, exceptionally registered as well (as refers to orthography, we, admittedly, cannot be sure if the registered texts displays correct spelling, above all the /i/ phoneme, of the original or were corrected during registration).
The conscious choice of the language register in the response to the incoming correspondence entails the above highlighted sociolinguistic perspective of the document production in the chancellery: The chancellery lowers its language register down to a very simple, but under no circumstances really spoken Greek (in contrast to the incoming letters). As already emphasized above, the language level might be adapted, but need not to be. A further parameter seems to be the attitude towards the addressee (i. e. positive or negative, Hinterberger 2005: 132) and the consequence for the language concession. The patriarch and the synod may also stick to their bureaucratic (literary) Greek and not respect the level of the addressee (see table 1).
Case study 2: One instruction and three letters of the Patriarch Antonius IV (May 1395) concerning the organization of the metropolis of Moldavia
These examples, too, undoubtedly witness the synchronic language variation in the chancellery, thereby the lower language register for non-Greek addressees abroad; the linguistic differences result too from the type of document (koine Greek in the instruction vs. low register Greek with elements of spoken language [vernacular] for the letters). The letters belong to the few examples that witness the use of spoken Greek elements in an official letter of the patriarchate, side-lining the usual purifying tendency of chancellery products. The decision of the synod, i. e. the installation of a patriarchal exarch for the administration of the metropolis of Moldavia, was sent to four different addressees: (1) instruction to the patriarchal exarch, the former protopapas Petrus (schematized form) (Darrouzès 1979 (Darrouzès : reg. 2993 Müller 1968 [1862]: 241-243 [no. 488 I] ), (2) letter to the Great Voivode of Rosoblachia Stephan Muşat (Darrouzès 1979 (Darrouzès : reg. 2994 Müller 1968 [1862]: 243-244 [no. 488 II] ), (3) letter to the bishops Joseph and Meletius in Rosoblachia (Darrouzès 1979 (Darrouzès : reg. 2995 Müller 1968 [1862]: 244 [no. 488 III] ) and (4) letter to all clergymen, monks, and the entire Christian community in Rosoblachia (Darrouzès 1979 (Darrouzès : reg. 2996 Müller 1968 [1862]: 245 [no. 488 IV] ). The linguistic differences are striking, for, on the one hand, the instruction is written in standard (koine) literary Greek as usual for instructions of the synod, including clauses of long periods; its Greek does not "deviate" to spoken language forms. As an exarch of the patriarch he is naturally expected to understand koine Greek even if his parish is only belonging to the "ecclesiastical empire of the Greek church of Constantinople" and no longer to the "secular Byzantine Empire". On the other hand, the three letters, apparently drafted by the same official, adopt spoken Greek forms that are exceptional among the outgoing documents of the register and, within this group, confined to non-Greek addressees (abroad). The spoken Greek elements are mainly (possessive, personal) pronouns and verbs; partially, alternative case use of spoken Greek appear (e. g. supplement for the loss of the dative) in contrast to the purist classical tradition; their paratactic style and clauses concatenated by the conjunction "and" (instead of subordinate clauses) are reflecting spoken language as well. However, the three letters are orthographically correct.
With regard to sociolinguistic interpretation, it is evident that the two different language registers of the same content and that such linguistic differences did not occasionally "happen" due to the skill of an official, but were intentionally used. Again, we realize that when the patriarch and the synod were in contact with addressees abroad and got evidence (e. g. from incoming letters) of their linguistic level, they tried to meet their linguistic level and enable a better understanding of the content by this linguistic concession (a concession that might also be suppressed, see table 1). Indirectly, it reflects also a language usage that complies with "barbarians" and their "substandard", low register written Greek. But this free use is limited, as far as the register reveals, to the generally "loose" composition of letters, at least in the chancellery. Such a level is not adopted for typically standardized documents of the chancellery. This open letter (Darrouzès 1979: reg. 3189; Müller 1968 [1862]: 463-467 [no. 626] ) provides an illustrative insight into the way the chancellery of the patriarch judges the level of its Constantinopolitan citizens. Addressing his entire flock in the capital, the patriarch defends himself against accusations of a private agreement between him and Sultan Baized I. The importance of this text is highlighted by the fact that a higher official, the protekdikos Eugenicus, was responsible for drafting the text. His name is mentioned in the margin of the register and indicates the responsible redactor / drafter. The document is composed in rhetoricized solemn high register Greek, the author is aware, too, of manipulative and effective means like clause rhythm; as usual in high register Greek, the sentences tend to long periods with subordinates clauses, although it seems doubtful if the addressed "entire Christian community" could follow this Greek in detail (but at least the core content was surely understood, the rhetorical ornament contributed to a good "sound"), the chancellery did not concede a low register Greek in order to reach the whole addressed audience; on the contrary, a rhetorically trained official was engaged to embellish the text.
Case

Conclusion
The Vienna collection of about 900 documents provides a unique source for linguistic variation studies at the same place, i. e. in the patriarchal chancellery of Constantinople that could use a variety of language registers in non-standardized documents, the letters. From this results that a low language register (spoken Greek tendency) of a text does not permit the drawing of conclusions about a "worse trained" official, but, as the examples outline, rather indicates a "sociolinguistic" response meeting the level of an addressee. Therefore, these texts sensitize us to the fact that the linguistic level of literary products should be analysed in view of the target audience. John Austin's perlocution counts more than style (Austin 1975 (Austin [1962 : 101-131; see also for the text pragmatic implication Jucker & Taavitsainen 2012) . In these cases, "barbarians" were stigmatized when the low register Greek letters were read to the synod before sending.
From the few examples of the register it is evident that much research would be misleading if e. g. only the low register letters with spoken Greek elements were preserved in this collection and these low register documents were assessed as language "decline" in the chancellery of that period (to which fallacy could contribute contemporary political and theological conflicts).
Furthermore, the documents contradict a common connotation of chancellery style, particularly for Byzantium: linguistic rigidity and immobility, no linguistic variety (Wahlgren 2010: 529, referring to "deviations" from ancient Greek, against a usual verdict of incompetence). That is exactly what the register refutes.
